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Request to Offer Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Arts Degrees in Recreation 

 

Institution Submitting Proposal:    Dixie State College of Utah 

Program/ Title:       Recreation 

School in Which Program Will Be Located:   Education 
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Recommended Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) Code:  31.0301 

Proposed Beginning Date:    08/01/2012 
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4.1.7  Master’s Degree 
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Executive Summary 
Dixie State College of Utah 

Baccalaureate Degree in Recreation 
April 2012 

Program Description 
The Dixie State College (DSC) Recreation Degree will meet the demonstrated needs of students, as well 
as respond to the considerable built-up demand for recreation professionals within the institutional service 
area of southwestern Utah.  Baccalaureate degrees will be sought by students intending to pursue careers 
in public and community service as well as those who wish graduate level study in Recreation or related 
fields such as Public Administration, Urban and Regional Planning, or Event Management. The Recreation 
baccalaureate is an appropriate degree for students preparing for careers with local, regional, and state 
governments, in roles such as leisure programs management, performing facility management, and 
resource planning efforts, among other potential careers. Students will complete a set of rigorous core 
courses in alignment with the standards of the National Recreation and Park Association Council on 
Accreditation (NRPA COAPRT). 
 

Role and Mission Fit 
DSC’s mission calls for the provision of selected baccalaureate degrees for the provision of a well-trained 
workforce for regional employers; in addition, the institution’s strategic academic plan includes 
baccalaureate degrees in programs of study that build upon existing curricula and programs. Recreation is 
particularly well adapted to the rapidly expanding needs and opportunities of southwestern Utah for trained 
recreation professionals. The Recreation degree is consequently appropriate for a comprehensive four-year 
institution’s offerings in the regional area served by DSC. Students well-trained in these areas are vitally 
important to the economic, physical, and social health of individuals and families who are residents of 
various communities within the defined DSC service area. Providing for this type of positive community 
impact is crucial in the perspective of several important elements of DSC’s mission1, which states that DSC 
“strives to enrich its community and the lives of individual students by providing associate and 
baccalaureate degrees and certificates, by fostering lifelong learning, and by sponsoring activities and 
events that meet the educational and cultural needs of its regional constituents.” 
 
Faculty  
DSC will maximize existing instructional resources by innovative use of existing networking technology and 
relationships with institutions offering Recreation baccalaureate degrees in Utah as well as throughout the 
United States. DSC seeks to establish strategic partnerships with the best available; using Internet 
technology to deliver content to DSC students. There are a considerable number of the required core 
courses that are presently offered by other institutions, and many are currently being adapted to an on-line 
and teleconference model. Essentially, these program segments will be taught by unusually well-qualified 
instructors who are primarily affiliated with other institutions with Recreation Administration programs and 
are willing to share their excess capacity to our mutual benefit. DSC will contract with these instructors to 
function as adjuncts for the DSC Recreation program. Coordination, advisement, evaluation, and teaching 
or supervision of program components that do not adapt well to the on-line modality or are required to meet 
the needs of students will be managed on-campus by DSC. DSC will establish the program with one well-
qualified Ph.D. level DSC faculty position plus .50 FTE from existing faculty that will be shared by the extant 
PEHR program on campus. A minimum of one FTE additional Ph.D. level,  on-campus faculty position and 

                                                           
1
 Mission Statement from DSC President  Stephen Nadauld to the Campus Community – DSC Catalog 2011-2012  
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an additional .50 FTE of similar qualification will be needed prior to the application for NRPA COAPRT 
accreditation in the program’s third year (2014 is the first year of eligibility).  
Student admissions, financial aid assistance, general education requirements, graduation, and other similar 
institutional mandates will be substantially identical to that of any other DSC baccalaureate program and 
will be the sole responsibility of DSC. The program will be established effective 01 August 2012.  

Market Demand 
Southwestern Utah is one of the fastest growing metropolitan areas in the United States2. A primary factor 
in the perceived quality of life is abundant recreation opportunity. As the largest community in the DSC 
service area, St. George has led the way in terms of community based recreation programs for at least the 
last thirty years. Much of the burgeoning demand for recreation services from surrounding communities 
exists because of St. George’s example and the demands of new residents coming from places with much 
more thoroughly developed community recreational services; visible examples include, but are not limited 
to: 

1) The 15th largest marathon in the U.S., the St. George Marathon is now in its 36th year and hosts 
more than 7,000 participants. Runner’s World Magazine declares that “the St. George Marathon is 
the ‘Most organized Marathon in the United States’ (out of 319).”3 

2)  Currently in its 25th year, the Huntsman World Senior Games hosts approximately 10,000 
participants participating in twenty-seven different activities each autumn in Washington County. 

3) An abundance of easily accessible recreation and leisure programs and world class natural 
resources pull people from all over Utah and the United States to recreation opportunities in the 
DSC service area. 

Student Demand 
The considerable student demand for the Recreation baccalaureate degree is best evaluated by: 1) the 
DSC survey of student athletes which indicated 45 projected majors; 2) persons who leave DSC after an 
AA and obtain a Recreation degree elsewhere and then return to work locally (including a former Student 
Body President); and 3) students who express interest in the degree in Institutional Research surveys.    
 
Statement of Financial Support: 
Appropriated Fund   ___X__      
Special Legislative Appropriation ______ 
Grants and Contracts   ______   
Special Fees/Differential Tuition ______  
Tuition dedicated to program  ___X__ 
Other    _______  
 
Similar programs offered in the USHE  
All of the baccalaureate-degree-offering institutions in the USHE presently offer an undergraduate degree 
in Recreation and/or Parks Administration, including: USU, WSU, U of U, UVU and SUU. 

 
 
 
 

                                                           
2
 The United States Census records growth in Washington County, Utah at 52.9 percent over the last decade. 

3
 http://www.stgeorgemarathon.com/events/press.php  

http://www.stgeorgemarathon.com/events/press.php
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SECTION I: The Request 
 

Dixie State College requests Utah State Board of Regents approval to offer a Bachelor of Science degree 
(BS) and a Bachelor of Arts (BA) degree in Recreation, effective Fall Semester 2012. The program was 
approved by the DSCs Board of Trustees in April 2012.  
 

SECTION II: Program Description 
 

Complete Program Description:  
The DSC Recreation Degree will meet the demonstrated needs of students, as well as respond to the 
considerable built-up demand for recreation professionals within the institutional service area. The degree 
will prepare students with the skills, knowledge, and expertise to be effective as recreation professionals 
following their completion of a set of rigorous core courses in alignment with the standards of the National 
Recreation and Park Association Council on Accreditation (NRPA COAPRT). 

The proposed curriculum offers majors the opportunity of study in-depth in National Recreation and Park 
Association Council on Accreditation (NRPA_COAPRT) standard coursework, an internship, as well as a 
senior capstone project. The degree requires the completion of at least 120 semester credits, including at 
least 32 credits of general education and 40 credits of upper-division coursework. An outline of the 
proposed program curriculum and a sample program schedule can be found in Section VI of this document.  
 
Purpose of the Degree:  
The approval of the Recreation degree will further enhance DSC’s ability to meet the educational and 
career goals of its students and to fulfill the obligation mandated in the DSC mission to offer baccalaureate 
programs in study areas consistent with comparable state and regional four-year colleges. Baccalaureate 
degrees will be sought by students intending to pursue careers in public and community service as well as 
those who wish to seek entrance to graduate level study in Recreation or related fields such as Public 
Administration, Urban and Regional Planning, or Event/Facility Management. Still others will seek to 
become educators of the future cadre of recreation professionals. The specific learning goals and 
objectives require that students:  

1. Acquire a knowledge of the foundation of the recreation profession in history, science and 
philosophy 

2. Secure an understanding of the nature and scope of the relevant park, recreation, tourism or 
related professions and their associated industries. 

3. Demonstrate a mastery of the techniques and processes used by professionals and workers in 
these industries. 

4. Exhibit the ability to design, implement, and evaluate services that facilitate targeted human 

experiences and that embrace personal and cultural dimensions of diversity 

5. Show entry level ability as a manager of recreation program operations and strategic management.  
6. Display, through a comprehensive internship of not less than 400 clock hours and  no fewer than 

10 weeks, the potential to succeed as a professional at supervisory or higher levels in park, 

recreation, or related organizations.    

7. Contribute to the quality of life and economic development of the community and the state. Local citizens 

and alumni will enjoy educational, economic, cultural, and recreational opportunities provided by DSC that 

enhance the community's quality of life. 
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8. Promote diversity in the community among employees and residents in order to enrich the regional 

environment.  Provide diverse educational, economic, cultural, and recreational opportunities. 

 
Institutional Readiness:  
DSC now has more than a decade of experience as a baccalaureate institution and boasts an infrastructure 
and institutional environment appropriate for that role. During the past decade, DSC has consistently and 
deliberately expanded programmatic four-year degree offerings and built the infrastructure needed to 
successfully support these new programs; including the proposed new Recreation Degree.  
 
DSC remains committed to thoughtful and sustained attention to the tasks of seeking and retaining 
credentialed teaching faculty, developing student services, and fully engaging in provision of targeted 
library and technological learning resources. The Recreation degree proposal will rely on existing 
departmental structure within the School of Education and will require no supervisory additions or 
reorganization. 
  
The existing and evolving process of regular assessment and the existing culture of continuous 
programmatic improvement will serve to promote excellence within the new baccalaureate program and 
provide the basis for both the third-year Regents’ review as well as the requirements of NRPA-COAPRT 
accreditation, for which the program will apply in 2014, its first year of eligibility. 
 
Faculty:  
The Recreation faculty will consist of two primary types and one variant. On-campus faculty will be 
experienced and very well qualified.  Additionally, the program will take advantage of external instructional 
resources provided by equally capable existing recreation professors who will not be physically located on 
the DSC campus, and will be acting as DSC adjunct professors. Higher education institutions with 
recreation programs and highly qualified faculty exist statewide, regionally and nationally. DSC has 
identified institutions, programs, courses, and faculty that will enable new majors to immediately have 
access to a full range of targeted instruction by using the excess capacity at those other institutions. As the 
program matures, additional on-campus faculty may be needed to accommodate growth and facilitate 
accreditation requirements. The on-campus deployment of experienced local recreation professionals as 
DSC adjuncts will also serve to enrich and add variety to the student experience. 
 

Faculty Category 
Faculty Headcount 
– Prior to Program 

Implementation 

Faculty 
Additions to 

Support 
Program 

Faculty Headcount at 
Full Program 

Implementation 

With Doctoral Degrees (Including MFA and other terminal 
degrees, as specified by the institution) 

   

      Full-time Tenured 1 1 2 

      Full-time Non-Tenured 0 1 1 

      Part-time Tenured 0 0 0 

      Part-time Non-Tenured 0 12-16 12-16 

With Master’s Degrees    

      Full-time Tenured 0 1 1 

      Full-time Non-Tenured .50 .50 1 

      Part-time Tenured 0 0 0 

      Part-time Non-Tenured 0 1 1 

With Bachelor’s Degrees    

      Full-time Tenured 0 0 0 
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      Full-time Non-Tenured 1 0 0 

      Part-time Tenured 0 0 0 

      Part-time Non-Tenured 1 1 2 

Other    

      Full-time Tenured 0 0 0 

      Full-time Non-Tenured 0 0 0 

      Part-time Tenured 0 0 0 

      Part-time Non-Tenured 0 0 0 

Total Headcount Faculty    

      Full-time Tenured 1 1 2 

      Full-time Non-Tenured 1.50 1 2 

      Part-time Tenured 0 0 0 

      Part-time Non-Tenured 0 12-16 15-19 

    

Total Department Faculty FTE (As reported in the most recent 
A-1/S-11 Institutional Cost Study for “prior to program 
implementation” and using the A-1/S-11 Cost Study Definition 
for the projected “at full program implementation.”) 

Because this is a new program, related data from the 
Institutional Cost Study is not meaningful. 
 

 
Staff:  
The new Recreation Program will not require additional DSC support staff. Secretarial and clerical support 
under the current School of Education and PEHR departmental structure is adequate, as is the ability of the 
registrar, financial aid office, and other student services offices to perform their duties. As the program 
grows, additional personnel may be added as needed. 
 
Library and Information Resources:  
DSC is committed to building and maintaining library and information resources in support of all academic 
programs. The extraordinary new Holland Information Commons on the DSC campus will be complete and 
fully occupied by midsummer 2012, and fully available upon deployment of the new Recreation program. 
The extensive availability of inter-connected electronic and internet facilities is particularly well suited to the 
new Recreation degree and the mixed on-line plus on-campus modality it represents. The DSC Library 
continues to aggressively expand appropriate collections for current baccalaureate offerings. The library 
currently has marginally existing sufficient titles in Recreation itself with over five hundred physical titles, as 
well as an abundance of titles in related areas. Many of the most modern resources in the library are 
electronic or on-line offerings, including scientific journals and periodical titles in Recreation as well as 
specialized and targeted databases. Videos and CDs are available and extensive use of Interlibrary Loan is 
anticipated as the collection builds. The Browning Library is committed to supporting the baccalaureate 
programs by acquiring physical or on-line material requested by faculty, including professors located 
elsewhere. The Recreation degree has received the preliminary support of the library with the recent 
assignment of an experienced librarian, David Zielke, who is dedicated to collection development specific to 
the new degree. A detailed list of library holdings is available for review upon request. 
 
Admission Requirements:  
Any matriculated DSC student in good standing is eligible for admission to the Recreation major. 
Declaration of the major is required for admission and is accomplished through the processes defined by 
the DSC registrar’s office. Students are admitted to the degree program directly upon declaring the major. 
To graduate with a Recreation degree, majors will be required to receive a “C” or better in all required core 
coursework, achieve a minimum overall GPA of at least 2.0 GPA, and a 2.5 in required coursework.  
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Student Advisement:  

The Recreation program recognizes that attentive advisement is crucial to student success, and particularly 
in the perspective of the planned instructional modality. Each student major will be assigned an on-campus 
recreation faculty mentor and programmatic expectation would be for regular contact and review, as well as 
collaborative advisement including routine and frequent ongoing DSC contact with the off-campus faculty. 

Justification for Graduation Standards and Number of Credits:  
Baccalaureate graduates must earn a minimum total of 120 credits; the proposed program will include a 
minimum of 47 recreation credits, 19 (BA) or 35(BS) elective credits, 40 of which must be upper-division, 
and 31-35 General Education course credits. The total credit amount is within the 125 credit hour limit for a 
baccalaureate degree, as required by Utah Board of Regents. See Section VI for complete degree 
requirements by course. 
 
External Review and Accreditation:  
Dr. Daniel D. McLean, Ph.D., a professor in the William F. Harrah College of Hotel Administration,  
University of Nevada, Las Vegas, and former chair of Department of Recreation and Sport Management at 
UNLV and Indiana State University, reviewed the DSC Recreation degree proposal.  On March 27, 2012, 
he submitted the following evaluation. DSC’s responses to his comments and recommendations are 
included in italics below: 

This memorandum contains my review of the Dixie State College proposal for a baccalaureate recreation 

degree. The proposed recreation program appears to provide students with expected experiences and 

learning for entry-level opportunities upon graduation or advancement to graduate school. The overall 

design and structure of the program will provide students with a variety of experiences and opportunities 

that will strengthen their opportunities in the recreation and tourism marketplace. I have made a few 

suggestions for strengthening the proposal. I hope my comments will be useful to you. 

The Council on Accreditation for Parks, Recreation, Tourism and Related Professions (COAPRT) produces 

standards for park and recreation curricula. The standards have evolved over the 30 plus years of the 

accreditation council’s existence. They have become the accepted standard of competence among park 

and recreation professionals and academics. Your intent to seek accreditation and to use the standards as 

a guide for program development is commendable. Please remember, however, that these accreditation 

standards are a minimum standard and programs should seek to expand and extend learning experiences 

and opportunities for students that distinguish the program and provide students with greater opportunities 

for employment and success in the profession. 

You have done a good job of addressing the accreditation standards in your curriculum design. I would 

suggest, however, a two items for your consideration. 

• 1.03  A minimum of two full-time faculty members and a minimum of one additional full-time equivalent 

faculty position (FTE), which may be comprised of multiple individuals, shall be assigned to and 

instruct in the program. 

  You have shown a commitment to secure required on campus FTE to achieve this standard. You 

should also determine how you would show faculty from other institutions that are going to deliver on-

line or web-based courses. This may strengthen your FTE, but I’m not sure how other institutions 

currently reflect such faculty and whether the COAPRT allows a faculty member who is 1 FTE at 
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another institutions to be counted more than one time. 

 Dixie responds:  DSC is committed to appropriate FTE and Student/Faculty ratio as well as 

innovation in instructional delivery. It is anticipated that the use of excess instructional capacity from 

other more established programs will provide the kind of flexibility that will enable DSC to rapidly 

create a fully accreditable program. This approach is currently gaining recognition and legitimacy 

nationwide.  As the standards related to this document and other reporting evolves to accommodate 

this new modality, the structures herein will be modified appropriately in the future to more accurately 

describe the allocation of resources.   

 DSC will be bolstering on-campus instructional capability as rapidly as practicable, and anticipates that 

all accreditation standards will be fully met by the first year of qualification (2014).    

• 7.01.02 The program shall demonstrate that quality assessment measures were used to assess 

learning outcomes associated with this standard.  

  Your assessment plan probably meets university and NWCCU standards, but your university 

assessment office should be devising more detailed assessments and as a new program you should 

engage in assessments that will measure competencies achieved, levels of achievement, evidence of 

curriculum change and adjustment, student development and examples of student products, and the 

like. In short, assessment information is becoming increasingly more refined and assessment 

expectations are heightened. I would approach this from a developmental concept with the idea of 

expanding, refining, and enhancing data collection, analysis and reporting on an annual basis. You 

need to be proactive in the development of assessment tools that are meaningful and useful to your 

program. 

 Dixie Responds: Excellent advice; DSC has very recently made a new hire of a Ph.D.- level 

accreditation/assessment specialist who is currently leading workshops and providing appropriate 

input into campus wide efforts. The final proposal will include the more fully developed assessment 

plans.   

 DSC believes that the use of innovative instructional modalities mandates extra attention and care in 

matters relating to assessment.   

 In the perspective of the looming application for NRPA-COAPRT accreditation in 2014, it is not too 

early to begin the process of planning for the self-study.  See Section IV for more detail. 

 In addition to the above items I share some of my personal thoughts regarding the proposal: 

• Section III: Program Need. I encourage you to expand your program need to encompass southern 

Nevada and the Reno metropolitan area. The only recreation program in Nevada was located at UNLV 

and was eliminated during the recent financial crisis. It is not slated to be restarted. The faculty have 

left UNLV or been reassigned. 

  In southern Nevada the communities of Las Vegas, Henderson, Clark County, and Mesquite have 

or are creating extensive recreation and park programs and facilities. While the agencies growth has 

slowed over the last 3 years, I anticipate this growth will renew over the next three to five years. Each 
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agency has large tracts of land, recreation centers, and specialized facilities. Mesquite is a rapidly 

growing senior focused community that has just opened a new recreation center. In addition to these 

areas, the National Park Service and Bureau of Land Management operate several major areas in and 

near Las Vegas. 

• The inclusion of tourism and commercial recreation is an important component of your proposal. The 

growth of commercial recreation has mushroomed over the last 20 years and the St. George to Las 

Vegas corridor has been a prime growth area for commercial recreation. Commercial recreation has 

long been ignored or misunderstood by traditional park and recreation academic programs. I would 

encourage you to consider making tourism and commercial recreation a combined class. They are 

closely related and open additional opportunities for students.  

Dixie Responds: The selection of the public sector/public service recreation administration emphasis 

as the initial program offering was carefully considered in the perspective of available resources and 

immediate local employment opportunity. As the program matures, it will be able to react to the very 

real local and regional needs for other common segments such as commercial recreation, tourism, 

and therapeutic recreation. 

DSC and USHE have witnessed the recent budget difficulties of higher education in Nevada and the 

resulting loss of opportunity for Nevada students with dismay. The situation clearly creates opportunity 

for DSC to provide support for orphaned recreation students, as well as creates a potential role of 

assistance to nearby community programs in need of professional administration; however, the DSC 

program is aimed, first and foremost, at providing educational opportunities for the residents of 

Washington and Kane Counties. With that in mind, DSC will endeavor to deliver whatever support is 

possible.   

• Course Descriptions. I’ve watched park and recreation programs mature over the 40 plus years of my 

academic and practitioner career and would make some suggestions regarding course titles and 

structure. They are only suggestions. You must determine if they are a good fit for DSC. 

  Recreation program planning is a cornerstone course. The trend is away from traditional program 

planning and has become integrated with experience management. Rossman & Schlatter4 have 

championed the experience model. When merged with traditional program concepts it becomes a 

powerful tool for the delivery of meaningful program experiences. Secondly, given my own experience, 

I’m not convinced that a well-designed and implemented leadership course and programming course 

can be combined. I would be inclined to separate these courses. I do believe that your special event 

class is particularly valuable and reflective of St. George’s unique position. If you treat the event 

management course as a logical next step in the programming continuum you have a created a strong 

leadership to programming to event management linkage. You might also want to consider a more 

contemporary terminology such as “event management” or “venue management.” I would steer away 

from the latter since BYU is adopting that as their signature program area. 

 I would remove the community from the community and commercial recreation class and replace it 

                                                           
4 Rossman, J.R., & Schlatter, B. E. 2011. Recreation Programming: Designing and staging leisure experiences. Champaign, IL: 
Sagamore Publishing. 
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with tourism. This allows your program to target strengths of the St. George, Washington County, and 

southern Nevada recreation marketplaces. The community recreation component can be adequately 

covered in the administration an organization of recreation class, especially if you use a management 

text such as Hurd, et al.5 Secondly, the differences between community and commercial can be 

highlighted in the introductory course, and also allow the other major components of recreation to be 

addressed.  

• You have clearly spent considerable time in organizing the curriculum. It is good, representative of 

much of what is present, and will deliver a well-grounded foundation in recreation. However, I would 

suggest you consider a slightly different perspective. The leisure behavior and human diversity class is 

a foundational class essential for students’ understanding of the leisure experience. An introductory 

class can provide and introduction, but teaching programming and leadership then 4 semesters later 

teaching leisure behavior is backwards. Similarly, research and evaluation will be most useful in the 

recreation programming and event management classes. This course should be taught at the same 

level (2000-3000) to achieve the greatest relevance. 

Dixie Responds:  Dixie acknowledges the legitimacy of these arguments and has adjusted the 

preliminary proposal accordingly.  

Title Level Credits ## 

Introduction to Recreation & Leisure 1000 3 

Recreation Leadership (new) 1000 3 

Leisure Behavior & Human Diversity 2000 3 

Recreation Program Planning 2000 3 

Research & Evaluation 3000 3 

Computer Applications (eliminate) (3000) (3) 

• As a side note, the inclusive recreation course appears in semesters 4 and 6.  

Dixie Responds: Duplicate listing has been corrected. 

• Finally, where possible, use courses from other departments. Marketing and computer applications 

immediately come to mind. Your business department may be more effective in addressing these 

areas. There is nothing magic about recreation marketing. Use a traditional marketing class be taught 

by business and applied in a later recreation class. Second, I would encourage you to not teach 

students basic computer skills or recreation registration programs. Practitioners will tell you they want 

students to come in who can run contemporary recreation programs, but most of these are simple 

registration programs. Teaching such basic data entry skills is not the best use of your resources or 

the students’ tuition. Additionally, students often arrive with these skills and only require refinement. 

Specialized courses, such as GIS, may be appropriate in park planning, but there are few other 

specialized recreation software programs that can’t be taught on the job in a short period of time. 

Dixie Responds:  The recommendation to rely on available on-campus or on-line resources for 

                                                           
5 Hurd, A., Barcelona, R. Medrum, J. 2008. Leisure Services Management. Champaign, IL: Human Kinetics Publishing. 
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instructional expertise in marketing and basic computer skills has caused us to re-examine our 

proposal and to realize that it is fundamentally built on the notion that it is efficient and worthwhile to 

seek out “best of class” resources and then to arrange for major student access to those resources 

wherever they may be available.  Consequently, we have modified our original proposal accordingly. 

This has the additional benefit of creating additional curricular flexibility. 

• Because of your unique location I would build strong relationships with your region focusing on 

community and commercial recreation, tourism operations, federal and state agencies and find ways 

to strengthen DSCs position in providing students and faculty expertise to these organizations. In 

addition, I would work directly with the Utah Park and Recreation Association and the Nevada 

Recreation and Park Society. I think you will find both organizations supportive of your efforts. 

Dixie Responds:  DSC is committed to professional engagement at all levels by both faculty and 

students. 

• I commend you on your efforts. The product is representative of much work and thought and provides 

the foundation for an excellent program.  

Dixie Responds:  Thank you Dan, for a thoughtful, professionally astute, and specific analysis.  

 
DSC is committed to seeking NRPA-COAPRT accreditation in the first eligible year (the 3rd program year -
2014) and is using the newest implemented criteria as a basis for program curriculum planning.  
 
Projected Enrollment: 
The relative demand for the recreation program and employability for graduates are clearly linked. DSC 
anticipates that as students complete internships and senior projects, and consequently become visible to 
the local employing agencies and entities, that local demand for recreational professionals will absorb the 
new supply; furthermore, DSC anticipates that recruitment of persons presently working in the various 
agencies providing recreational opportunities in the DSC service area represents an outstanding prospect 
for future enrollment growth.   
 

 
Data Category 

Current—Prior  
to New 
Program 
Implementation 

Projected 
Year 1 

Projected 
Year 2 

Projected 
Year 3 

Projected 
Year 4 

Projected 
Year 5 

Data for Proposed Program 

Number of Graduates in 
Proposed Program 

0 0 0 8 12 20 

Total # of Declared Majors 
in Proposed Program 

0 10 15 25 40 60 

Departmental Data – For All Programs Within the Department 

Total Department Faculty 
FTE (as reported in the 
Faculty table above) 

0 1.5 2.5 3 3 4 

Total Department Student 
FTE (based on third week) 

0 8 13 20 33 50 
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Student FTE per Faculty 
FTE (ratio of Total 
Department  Faculty FTE  
and Total Department 
Student FTE above)  

0 5.3 6.0 6.6 11 12.5 

Program accreditation 
required ratio of Faculty 
FTE to Student FTE, if 
applicable. NA 

NRPA – COAPRT Accreditation guidelines make no fixed recommendation.  
The expectation is that Faculty/Student ratios conform to established overall 
institutional standards. 

 
 
Expansion of Existing Program: 
As of Spring Semester 2012, the DSC PEHR program consists primarily of fifty plus recreation and sport 
activity courses, several fitness center courses, and courses directly tied to the DSC competitive 
intercollegiate athletics programs for men and women. Also offered are a several miscellaneous lecture 
courses with topics including aquatics, sports medicine, first aid, and athletic training. There is a single 
existing 2 credit experimental course, Introduction to Recreation Management, with an emphasis relating to 
campus intramurals and similar recreational and fitness programs and facilities.  The closely related 
proposed PEHR 2700 Course - Recreation Program Planning & Facilities (4 credits) will present a local 
opportunity to continue to use the expertise and contacts already developed as a result of the previous title.  
 
The proposed recreation curriculum will make elective use of the existing programmatic and training 
potential of the existing courses but also will represent a significantly new direction and emphasis for the 
PEHR program; consequently, it does not constitute an expansion or extension of an existing program. 
 
 

 

SECTION III: Need 

Program Need   
The analysis of need for a Recreation degree program at DSC best relates to the nature of the community 
itself and to the needs of students at DSC.  First, as to the community need, a primary factor in the 
perceived quality of life in Washington County and Kane County is abundant recreation opportunity. As the 
largest community in the DSC service area, St. George has led the way in terms of community based 
recreation programs for at least the last thirty years. Much of the burgeoning demand for recreation 
services from surrounding communities exists because of St. George’s example; visible examples include, 
but are not limited to: 

1) The 15th largest marathon in the U.S., the St. George Marathon is now in its 36th year and hosts 
more than 7,000 participants. Runner’s World Magazine declares that “the St. George Marathon is 
the ‘Most organized Marathon in the United States’ (out of 319).”6 

2)  Currently in its 25th year, the Huntsman World Senior Games hosts approximately 10,000 
participants participating in twenty-seven different activities each autumn in Washington County. 

                                                           
6
 http://www.stgeorgemarathon.com/events/press.php  

http://www.stgeorgemarathon.com/events/press.php
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3) An abundance of easily accessible recreation and leisure programs and world class natural 
resources pull people from all over Utah and the United States to recreation opportunities in the 
DSC service area. 

Likewise, surrounding communities offer annual events of varying sizes, and many communities are 
developing recreational facilities and planned activities and hiring professionals to manage them. DSC 
College is the sole state institution of higher education in the service area and will be increasingly counted 
upon to provide the trained and educated recreation workers that this growth and increasing community 
programmatic developments will mandate. Support letters from major recreational programs are available 
upon request. 
 
Secondly, as demonstrated below in “Student Demand,” a significant number of DSC students, many of 
them in the college’s athletic program, have indicated a strong interest in pursuing a degree in Recreation. 
Details are outlined in the section below.  
 

 
Labor Market Demand:  
Even though currently moderated by a challenging economy, the population of the defined service area of 
DSC, Washington and Kane counties of southwestern Utah, continues to grow rapidly. Washington County 
has been among the fastest-growing metropolitan areas in the United States and Utah as well with 53% 
growth over the last ten years. By the end of the first five years of the proposed degree, Washington 
County’s population is projected to grow another 25% (to nearly 200,000). Kane County’s recent growth is 
somewhat more moderatei.7  
 
Current factors influencing labor market demand include: 

1. St. George City Leisure Services currently employs 81 full time persons in industry standard 
(appropriate qualifications and remuneration) positions; it also employs approximately 220 part 
timers. 

2. Several destination events held in Washington County are significant employers of trained 
recreation professionals.  Among these are the Huntsman Senior games, the Ironman triathlon, 
various softball and other nationally significant tournaments or contests. The Huntsman games are 
managed by 6 full time professional staff and several hundred part-time or volunteers.   

3. The community of Washington operates a recently constructed community center with a full suite of 
programs and facilities. Also, the community of Hurricane very recently hired their first full time 
recreation director 

4. Like Hurricane and Washington, many local small community recreation programs that are 
presently run by volunteer boards, part time staff, or depend on the expertise of nearby 
communities and county governments are on the near-term path toward having well rounded 
community recreation programs that will need to be managed by professionally trained 
administrators. 

5. Utah Workforce Services uses historical data to project the following 10-year projection estimates 
for Washington County Occupational Estimates/Projections.8 Estimates are based on 
industry/occupational mix: 

                                                           
7
 http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/49/49053.html  

8 Utah Department of Workforce Services (Lecia Langston - 02/21/2012) 

http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/49/49053.html
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 Positions in recreation management will see an annual growth rate of 2.2%; 

 First line supervisors and managers of personal service workers in recreation will see an 
annual growth rate of 5%; 

 Demand for amusement and recreation attendants will grow at an annual rate of 3.6%; 

 Lifeguards, ski-patrol, and other recreational protective services positions will increase at 
4.4% annually; 

 Recreation Workers will increase annually at 3.2% 
 
Student Demand:  
Pertinent Data: 

1. A survey undertaken in late February 2012 by the Office of Intercollegiate Athletics at DSC 
revealed that forty-five student athletes from a total of approximately 300 surveyed were very 
interested in Community Recreation as a potential major. The actual survey is available upon 
request. 

2. In the spring of 2012, the Office of Institutional Research at DSC used Banner records to determine 
that five undergraduates have formally expressed a desire that Dixie offer a baccalaureate degree 
in Recreation. 

3. DSC has not been able to track the number of DSC students who have left to pursue Recreation 
degrees either within or out of state.  However, a former DSC student body president and AA 
degree recipient recently returned to Washington City as a recreation professional after receiving 
her baccalaureate degree elsewhere in the USHE. 

4. Anecdotal information from the instructors of the PEHR activity classes offered on campus 
indicates a significant level of interest in the Recreation Major among those enrolling in those 
classes. 

 
The vast majority of Dixie’s present students are established Washington County residents.  These are 
students who traditionally don’t go elsewhere to acquire an undergraduate education, regardless of 
availability of degree options at other schools. Instead, they too often remain in Washington and Kane 
counties and go without the opportunities presented by appropriate post-secondary education. DSC is 
committed to providing the degree options most suited to students in its service area to further the 
statewide goal of increasing the number of college graduates by 2020. 

Similar Programs:  
University of Utah ,Utah State University, Weber State University, Utah Valley University, and Southern 
Utah University—all of the baccalaureate-degree-offering institutions in the USHE—offer an undergraduate 
degree in Recreation or related area; So, why does DSC need to offer a degree so readily available at 
sister institutions? An answer relates to the previously mentioned fundamental issues of location and 
institutional mission. Southwestern Utah is extraordinarily attuned to matters related to the impact of 
recreation and leisure on the quality of life. A great many new residents cite these exact factors as both 
providing introduction to the area as visitors and subsequently leading to a desire to relocate into the 
various local communities located in the DSC service area.   Furthermore, these same incoming new 
residents are much more demanding of local and regional government in terms of recreation opportunity 
and services.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
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DSC’s mission to offer baccalaureate programs in areas consistent with its four-year college peers 
mandates that the college develop and deliver a degree in recreation as one of the disciplines with clear 
potential for positive impact on the lives of all citizens in the area.  

Collaboration with and Impact on Other USHE Institutions:  
DSC is building the Recreation degree in a way that is unusually dependent on collaboration with sister 
instructions with regard to their excess instructional capacity. Recreation faculty and other staff and 
administrators at DSC have been on contact with and carefully reviewed the Recreation programs of USHE 
institutions as well as many others nationwide.  DSC is using the resulting data as the model for its 
proposed initiative and will also partner with many of these same institutions in providing instruction to DSC 
students. It helps that the accreditation process administered by the National Recreation and Park 
Association provides guidance concerning appropriate content.  
 

Benefits:  
It is illustrative of the relative lack of available educational opportunity that Washington County has only 
about 24% of population over the age of 25 holding a four-year degree of any kind, and Kane County is 
similarly aligned with 23.7%; while the statewide average for Utah as a whole is currently about 29%9. The 
relative low percentage of four-year degree attainment in the DSC service area can only be viewed as a 
sobering call to action and a critical lost opportunity. There appear to be several poorly understood factors 
at work keeping young college-age persons in the DSC service area from re-locating to pursue higher 
education, but the dynamics of expense, family pressures, and a highly desirable overall local environment 
seem to be potential influences.  
The approval of the proposed Recreation degree will improve access for the growing population of 
Southwest Utah. The degree will allow DSC to develop further its baccalaureate mission and to provide a 
number of educated employees for a wide range of local and regional employers, and that, paired with the 
fact that recreation is a major local economic engine, argues for endorsement. 

Consistency with Institutional Mission:  
That the Recreation degree proposal is consonant with the DSC institutional mission can be clearly 
demonstrated in the following Mission Summary:   

DSC College is a publicly supported institution of higher education that strives to enrich its 
community and the lives of individual students by providing associate and baccalaureate degrees 
and certificates, by fostering lifelong learning, and by sponsoring activities and events that meet the 
educational and cultural needs of its regional constituents. DSC College accomplishes these 
objectives directly by delivering excellent teaching in a learning environment recognized for its 
personal relationships, values, service, diversity, and open access, and by creating strategic 
partnerships for learning opportunities. (DSC Mission Summary, 2010)10. 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
9
 US Census - http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/49/49053.html 

10
 Stephen Nadauld, President of DSC in a letter to students –2011-2012 Catalog - 

http://www.dixie.edu/catalog/file/president.pdf 
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Section IV: Program and Student Assessment 
 
Section IV: Program and Student Assessment  
 
Program Assessment:  
The goals for the Recreation program at DSC will require that students:  

1. Acquire a knowledge of the foundation of the recreation profession in history, science and 
philosophy 

2. Secure an understanding of the nature and scope of the relevant park, recreation, tourism or 
related professions and their associated industries. 

3. Demonstrate a mastery of the techniques and processes used by professionals and  workers 
in these industries. 

4. Exhibit the ability to design, implement, and evaluate services that facilitate targeted human 

experiences and that embrace personal and cultural dimensions of diversity 

5. Show entry level ability as a manager of recreation program operations and strategic 
management.  

6. Display, through a comprehensive internship of not less than 500 clock hours and  no fewer 

than 15 weeks, the potential to succeed as a professional at supervisory or higher levels in 

park, recreation, or related organizations.    

7. Contribute to the quality of life and economic development of the community and the state. Local 

citizens and alumni will enjoy educational, economic, cultural, and recreational opportunities provided 

by DSC that enhance the community's quality of life. 

8. Promote diversity in the community among employees and residents in order to enrich the regional 

environment.  Provide diverse educational, economic, cultural, and recreational opportunities. 

The program will be assessed yearly to ensure continuous improvement. The guidelines provided by the 
National Recreation and Parks Association Academic Program Recommendations, the Regent-mandated 
Three-Year Follow-up Report and cyclical Program Reviews, as well as accreditation reports to the NRPA-
COAPRT will be used to direct our assessment efforts.  
 
In addition, a curriculum map was constructed to trace the program goals and learning outcomes through 
the entire degree. This curriculum map will be reevaluated regularly to ensure that conditions are 
appropriate for students’ achievement of learning outcomes. The map will be assessed for coherence 
among the courses offered and for systematic opportunities whereby students can consolidate, develop 
with increasing sophistication, and apply learning. 
 
The key stakeholders that will participate in the assessment efforts throughout each program year will 
include the department chair, the Recreation program’s internal and external faculty, students, employers, 
and an advisory committee, consisting of former students and local employers. The Dean of the DSC 
School of Education, external evaluators, and NRPA -COAPRT accreditation teams will be encouraged to 
offer criticism and possible directions for program improvements.  
 
Both direct and indirect measures of student learning will be used to assess the program. Direct measures 
will include analysis of scores on examinations, Senior Capstone projects, and employer and internship 
supervisor ratings of students’ performance. Indirect measures of assessment will include course 
enrollment information, the number of undergraduate internship projects undertaken by majors, student 
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perception surveys [e.g., the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) results], graduation exit 
surveys, employer surveys, alumni surveys administered at the one, three, and five-year anniversaries of 
graduation, job placement, graduate school placement rates, and periodic focus group interviews with 
students, faculty members, and employers. Using the results from the direct and indirect assessments 
conducted yearly, the overall success of the Recreation program will be evaluated according to the 
following three criteria: (a) students’ preparation for graduate school, (b) student satisfaction, and (c) 
employer satisfaction.  
 
Expected Standards of Performance:  
At the time of graduation, students will have met and achieved the competencies outlined below that 
directly align with the program goals accordingly. These standards and competencies were adapted from 
guidelines recommended by the NRPA-COAPRT and tailored to fit DSC’s unique institutional vision and 
mission.  Each course will be aligned with specific learning outcomes, thus ensuring that students are 
meeting these expected standards of performance.   
 
Student Learning Goal #1: 
Acquire knowledge of the foundation of the recreation profession in history, science and philosophy 

Outcomes and Assessment Measures: 

 Students will demonstrate in examinations, written research, and classroom (including on-
line) discussions a thorough understanding of the development and philosophical 
underpinnings of the recreation profession  

 Students will be able to effectively communicate the goals and ideals of governmentally 
sponsored recreational opportunity to the public in venues resulting from community 
involvement in field studies and the internship.  

 Students will apply knowledge of ethics in the recreation profession in the Senior Capstone 
and be able to show how that knowledge is pertinent during the internship.  

 
Student Learning Goal #2: 
Secure understanding of the nature and scope of the relevant park, recreation, tourism or related 
professions and their associated industries. 

Outcomes and Assessment Measures: 

 Students will demonstrate a wide knowledge of the range of recreational related services 
in written work, personal projects, and through contact with regional professionals 

 Students will use their understanding of the nature and scope of the recreation profession 
to search for employment 

 Students will be committed to professional engagement by participating in local and 
regional professional organizations and sponsored activity.   

 
Student Learning Goal #3: 
Demonstrate mastery of the techniques and processes used by professionals and workers in these 
industries. 

 Outcomes and Assessment Measures: 

 Students will demonstrate skills and knowledge of techniques and processes by participating in 
sample projects and activities during coursework. 

 Students will critique existing community facilities and processes as part of site visitations. 

 Students will practice technical proficiency in guided classroom activity. 
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Student Learning Goal #4: 
Exhibit ability to design, implement, and evaluate services that facilitate targeted human experiences and 
that embrace personal and cultural dimensions of diversity 

 Outcomes and Assessment Measures: 

 Students will demonstrate a knowledge and understanding of personal and cultural diversity as 
well as a commitment to the inclusive offering of services in written coursework, examinations 
and case study projects. 

 Students will plan how to improve existing services they are exposed to as part of the 
internship 

 Students will chart recreational programmatic need by defined groups in group projects and 
classroom activity. 

 
Student Learning Goal #5: 
Show entry level ability as a manager of recreation program operations and strategic management.  

Outcomes and Measures: 

 Students will seek meaningful placement in community recreation services, with routine 
exposure to experienced and acknowledged recreation professionals as part of the field 
studies and internship.  

 The recreation program will receive formalized feedback from the field experiences 
professionals that will serve to illuminate any deficiencies in the expertise of the individual 
student  and/or the program curriculum.  

 
Student Learning Goal #6: 
Display, through a comprehensive internship of not less than 500 clock hours and  no fewer than 15 weeks, 
the potential to succeed as a professional at supervisory or higher levels in park, recreation, or related 
organizations.    

Outcomes and Assessment Measures: 

 Students will seek meaningful and responsible settings for the professional internship.  
Included will be consideration criteria of program emphasis and personal interest areas, 
recognized supervision by established professionals, and multiple feedback loops into the 
program advisors as well as the individual students. 

    
Student Learning Goal #7: 
Contribute to the quality of life and economic development of the community and the state. Local citizens and alumni 
will enjoy educational, economic, cultural, and recreational opportunities provided by DSC that enhance the 

community's quality of life.    
Outcomes and Assessment Measures:    

 Students will seek meaningful and responsible settings for the professional internship.  
Included will be consideration  of program emphasis and interest areas, recognized 
supervision by established professionals, and multiple feedback loops into the program 
advisors as well as the individual student themselves. 

 
Student Learning  Goal #8: 
Promote diversity in the community among employees and residents in order to enrich the regional environment.  

Provide diverse educational, economic, cultural, and recreational opportunities.    
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Outcomes and Assessment Measures: 
 Students will illustrate, through written work, exams and academic projects, an attentive understanding 

of diversity in the local populations and develop strategies to engage underserved groups and 

identities.   These classroom activities will consequently be carried over into fieldwork, internships and 

ultimately professional activity. 

 Former students will be invited to share these strategies with current students and other persons on 

campus as part of regular collaboration. 
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Program Curriculum Assessment Map 
 

Course 
Prefix & 
Number 

Title 
Program Learning Goals  I= Introduced, D=Developed & 

Practiced, M= Mastery Demonstrated 
#1//////#2//////#3//////#4//////#5//////#6//////#7//////#8…………….. 

PEHR 
2500 

Introduction to Recreation and 
Leisure 

I   I   I I   

PEHR 
2700 

Recreation Program Planning 
and Facilities 

I  DM ID ID  ID ID   

PEHR 
3010 

Special Event Administration  
& Management 

D ID DM  IDM  ID I   

PEHR 
3220                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Legal Foundations in 
Recreation and Leisure 
Services 

DM ID DM IDM DM  DM DM   

PEHR 
3310  

Leisure Behavior & Human 
Diversity 

I ID D IDM   ID IDM   

PEHR 
3430 

Community and Commercial 
Recreation 

I ID D  ID  I I   

PEHR 
3500 

Field Study / Recreation 
Specialization 

D D D ID D  D D   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
PEHR 
3780                                                                              

Issues and Assessment in 
Recreation 

DM D DM DM DM  DM DM   

PEHR 
3900 

Recreation Promotion & 
Marketing 

DM D DM DM DM  DM DM   

PEHR 
4010 

Administration/Management 
in Recreation 

DM D DM DM DM  DM DM   

PEHR 
4040 

Recreation and Parks 
Finance 

DM D DM DM DM  DM DM   

PEHR 
4824 

Internship 
M   DM M M DM M M   

PEHR  
4920 

Senior Capstone 
M M M  M  M M   
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Section V: Finance 
Budget: 

5-Year Budget Projection 

Departmental Data Current 
Budget—Prior  
to New Program 
Implementation 

Year 1 
 
[1.5 on-
campus 
FTE] 

Year 2 Year 3 
 
[3 on-
campus 
FTE] 

Year 4 Year 5 
 
[4 on-
campus 
FTE] 

Personnel Expense 

Salaries & Wages 0 149,000 151,000 272,000 293,760 406,919 

Benefits 0 52,000 5,3040 95,2000 102,816 154,292 

Total Personnel 
Expense  

0 201,000 204,040 367,200 39,6576 561,211 

 

Travel 0 1,800 1,800 3,600 3,600 5,400 

Capital 0 6,000 3,000 9,000 3,000 6,000 

Library 0 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,500 

Current Expense 0 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 

Accreditation 
Related 
Professional Activity 

 
1200 1200 2400 2400 3600 

Total Non-
personnel Expense 

0 11,500 11,500 20,600 14,500 20,500 

Total Expense 
(Personnel + 
Current) 

$0 
212,500 215,540 387,800 411,076 581,711 

Departmental Funding      

Appropriated 
Funding 

0 
0 0 0 0  

Other 0 193,060 186,380 339,200 333,316 465,311 

Special Legislative 
Appropriation 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Grants and 
Contracts 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Tuition to Program 0 19,440 29,160 48,600 77,760 116,400 

Total Revenue $0 212,500 215,540 387,800 411,076 581,711 

 

Revenue-Expense $0 0 0 0 0 0 
Departmental 
Instructional Cost/ 
Student Credit Hour (as 
reported in Institutional 
Cost Study for “Current” 
and using the same 
Cost Study definition for 
“Projection”) 

Because this is a new program, related data from the Institutional Cost Study is not 
meaningful. 
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Funding Sources:  
[Institutional funds and new tuition revenue will provide the bulk of ongoing funds required to support the program. 
Startup funding is to be provided out of funds set-aside for that purpose.] 
 
Reallocation:  
No reallocation of DSC general budget funds is anticipated in support of the proposed Recreation program.  
 
Impact on Existing Budgets: 
It is projected that impact on existing budget allocations and programs will be minimal 
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Section VI – Program Curriculum 

Bachelor of Arts/Science in Recreation                  120 credits 

Institutional Requirement in Computer Literacy 

Complete one of the following: 

CIS 1200 Computer Literacy 3 

CIS 1201 Computer Literacy Exam 0 

CS 1400 AND 
CS 1410 

Fundamentals of Programming 
Object Oriented Programming 

3 
3 

SUB-TOTAL 3 

General Education Requirements 

Complete the following: 

ENGL 1010 Introduction to Writing 3 

ENGL 2010 Intermediate Writing 3 

Complete one of the following: 

LIB 1000 Information Literacy Test 0 

LIB 1010 Information Literacy 1 

Complete the following: 

American Institutions GE course 3 

Mathematics GE course 3-5 

Life Science GE course 3-5 

Physical Science GE course 3-5 

Laboratory Science GE course 0-1 

Fine Arts GE course 3 

Literature / Humanities GE course 3 

Social & Behavioral Science GE course 3 

Exploration GE course 3-5 

Global & Cultural Perspectives GE courses 0-6 

SUB-TOTAL 31-35  

Foreign Language Requirement (BA only) 

Complete the following: 

Credits in a single foreign language (through coursework, examination, or vertical credit) 16 

CORE RECREATION COURSES 

Complete the following: 

PEHR 2500 Introduction to Recreation & Leisure (local) 3 

PEHR 2700 Recreation Program Planning & Facilities (local) 4 

PEHR 3010 Special Event Administration / Management (NAU) 3 

PEHR 3220 Legal Foundations in Recreation & Leisure Services (UU) 3 

PEHR 3310 Leisure Behavior & Human Diversity (UU) 3 

PEHR 3430 Community and Commercial Recreation (NAU) 3 

PEHR 3500 Field Study / Recreation Specialization (local) 1 

PEHR 3780 Issues & Assessment in Recreation (UU) 3 

PEHR 3900 Recreation Promotion & Marketing (UU) 3 

PEHR 4010 Administration & Management in Recreation (NAU) 3 
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PEHR 4040 Recreation & Parks Finance (local) 3 

PEHR 4820 Senior Capstone (local) 3 

PEHR 4890 Internship (local) 12 

SUB-TOTAL 47 

ELECTIVES 

BA:  Complete approx. 19 elective credits 19 

BS:  Complete approx. 35 elective credits 35 

TOTAL CREDITS 120  
NOTE:  Students must be First Aid / CPR certified at the time of graduation.  

Graduation Requirements: 

1. Complete a minimum of 120 college-level credits (1000 and above). 
2. Complete at least 40 upper-division credits (3000 and above). 
3. Complete at least 30 upper-division credits at DSC for institutional residency. 
4. Cumulative GPA 2.0. overall 
5. Cumulative 2.5 GPA in required program courses. 

 
Because of the influence of NRPA COAPRT, there is significant uniformity between all American accredited 
institutions for curricular content in classes with the above titles. However, each major course is mapped to 
the DSC numbering and titling schema as approved by the DSC Curriculum Committee, [April 2012].  DSC 
also anticipates the need to flexibly accommodate various Academic Calendars regarding coordination with 
other institutions. Still, all credit, transcript entries, General Education requirements, graduation, and similar 
parameters will be the exclusive responsibility of DSC.  
 
The innovative instructional modality that is to be employed in delivering instruction in the Recreation Major 
presents unusual flexibility with regard to scheduling and availability of required coursework.  Courses that 
are to be taken on-line can be offered most any semester where the excess capacity exists at one or more 
partnered institutions.   It is also the intent of DSC that all of the required courses be taught face to face on 
the DSC campus at least once every two years in a way designed to facilitate the learning styles of 
students who learn most effectively in that mode.  With the assist of effective scheduling and advisement, 
the on-line mode, the on-campus mode, and the mixed mode could all conceivably lead to Baccalaureate 
Graduation in four semesters for a student who has already achieved an Associate Degree and 
successfully completed the two 2000 level introductory courses, either at DSC or elsewhere.  
 
All Program courses with Course Descriptions: 

 

Course Prefix 
and Number 

Course Title and Description Credits 

 
 
 
PEHR 2500 
 
 

Introduction to Recreation and Leisure: Recreation and leisure is an industry 
with phenomenal growth, tremendous potential, and diverse career paths and 
options. Introduction to Recreation and Leisure represents a new-millennium 
view of this evolving field that -presents historical, philosophical, and social 
aspects of the industry, which students can use to build their knowledge of the 
field; including how recreation provides fun, enriching, and educational 
programs and services for people of all ages; -encompasses a variety of 
services, including recreational sports, outdoor activities, fitness and wellness, 

 
 
 
 
 

3 
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and arts and culture; and exposes students to the variety of career options 
available and supports them as they explore their interests and prepare for 
challenging careers 

PEHR 2700 Recreation Program Planning & Facilities: Methods and guidelines for the 
development, organization and implementation of recreational programs and 
activities including professional leadership to implement programs, and the 
opportunity to design, lead and evaluate activities with recreational 
organization within the community.  Examination of all the various venues, 
facilities, and related locales where community based programs are offered, 
including detailed study of the management nuances pertaining to all those 
commonly found throughout the region.   

4 

 
 
 
 
PEHR 3010 

Special Event Administration/Management; Learning how to plan and 
coordinate major special events to ensure well-organized functions; assists 
with securing staffing, volunteers; coordinates efforts to seek sponsorship of 
events; works with community groups and agencies in planning events; assists 
with agency website to promote special events, and activities for the area; 
works with advisory boards and co-sponsored groups dealing with special 
events. Promotes special events and community activities through the media; 
speaking engagements, and designs and disseminates promotional pieces; 
practices maintaining records and files and preparing evaluative reports. 

 
 
 
 

3 

 
PEHR 3220 

Legal Foundations in Recreation & Leisure Services: The major considerations 
necessary to comply with legal safeguards in the leisure service profession. 

 
3 

 
PEHR 3310 

Leisure Behavior & Human Diversity: Explores leisure and recreation behavior 
and the social impact across a wide variety of dominant and non-dominant 
populations including: ethnicity, ability, gender, age, religion and nationality. 

 
3 

 
 
PEHR 3430 

Community and Commercial Recreation: Course provides the student with an 
introduction to community and commercial leisure enterprises including: 
history, types of services, trends, careers, relationship between business and 
leisure programs, services and products. 

 
 

3 

 
PEHR 3500 
 

Field Study/ Recreation Specialization: Provides an opportunity for students to 
experience supervised practical application of classroom theory in a 
professional field work setting. 

 
1 

PEHR 3780 Issues and Assessment in Recreation: The systematic analysis of well thought 
out reliable and valid data that is gathered related to programs and facility use 
in order and used to improve offerings and create new opportunities for 
community service entities.  

3 

PEHR 3900 Recreation Promotion & Marketing: The theoretical principles and applications 
of marketing and promotion strategies for recreational programs, including and 
key marketing concepts and strategies. Discussion on marketing activation, 
leveraging strategies, coordination, and developing marketing plans. 

3 

 
PEHR 4010 

Administration and Management in Recreation: Daily management of human 
resources and departmental operations: departmental philosophies, policies 
and procedures; personnel management and professional competence; 
management styles; and personnel laws 

 
3 

PEHR 4040 Recreation and Parks Finance: Recreation and park fiscal administration, 
sources of finance for operating and capital expenditures, revenue activities, 

3 
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financial planning, budgeting, expenditure policies, auditing and planning for 
recreation and park services, decision-making tools, legal aspects of 
administration. 

 
 

PEHR 4820 
 

Senior Capstone: The culminating learning experience in the major, Senior 
Capstone requires students to demonstrate and synthesize their learning 
across the disciplines through a well-defined research paper or project that 
emphasizes both depth of content knowledge and reflection on students' 
growth through their coursework. 

 
 

3 

 
PEHR 4890 

Internship: The Internship consists of a supervised, professional administrative 
work experience in an approved recreation, or park agency. Students 
participate in a 10 week 400 hour internship experience after receiving 
approval from their Academic Advisor and the Internship Coordinator. 

 
 

12 

 
 

Sample Program Schedule:  
 

Hypothetical Program Schedule, Baccalaureate in Recreation 

Semester 1 

Course Prefix and Title Credits 

PEHR 2500, Introduction to Recreation and Leisure 3 

Social Behavioral Sciences GE 3 

HUM 3030, Multicultural Studies 2 

LIB 1010, Information Literacy – LIB1010 and ENGL 1010 should be taken together 1 

ENGL 1010, Introduction to Writing GE 3 

Life Science GE + lab (a single GE lab bearing course is required - 2 are listed) 3-4 

Total 15-16 

 

Semester 2 

Course Credits 

PEHR 27000, Recreation Program Planning & Facilities 4 

Math GE 4 

PEHR 2050,  First Aid /CPR 3 

CIS 1200 GE 3 

Elective 2 

Total 16 

 

Semester 3 

Course Credits 

PEHR 3620 Leisure Behavior and Human Diversity 3 

American Institutions GE 3 

Foreign Language (BA) or Elective(s) (BS  4 

PEHR 3780 Issues & Assessment in Recreation  3 

ENGL 2010, Intermediate Writing  GE 3 

Total 16 
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Semester 4 

Course Credits 

PEHR 3500 Field study – Recreation Specialization 1 

PEHR 3220 Legal Foundations in Recreation and Leisure Services 3 

Physical Sciences  GE + lab (a single GE lab course is required - 2 are listed) 3-4 

CS 1400 Fundamentals of Programming 3 

Foreign Language (BA) or Elective(s)  (BS) 4 

Other Electives 4 

Total 16 

 
 

Semester 5 

Course Credits 

PEHR 3430 Community and Commercial Recreation 3 

CS 1410 Object oriented Programming 3 

Fine Arts GE 3 

Foreign Language (BA) or Elective (BS) 4 

Literature/Humanities GE 3 

Total 16 

 

Semester 6 

Course Credits 

PEHR 3010 Recreation Special Event Administration /Management 3 

Foreign Language (BA) or Elective(s)  (BS) 4 

Exploration GE 3 

PEHR 3900 Recreation Promotion and Marketing 3 

Electives 3 

Total 15 

      

Semester 7 

Course Credits 

PEHR 4010 Administration and Organization in Recreation Administration 3 

Global and Cultural Perspectives GE 3 

PEHR 4040 Recreation & Parks Administration and Finance 3 

Electives 6 

Total 15 

 

Semester 8 

Course Credits 

PEHR 4824 Internship 12 

PEHR 4920 Senior Capstone  3 

Total 15 
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The proposal embodies both a BA and a BS option. Students pursuing a BA will be required to complete 16 
Semester hours of coursework in a selected single foreign language of their choice.   

 
 

Section VII:  Faculty 

The following is not a definitive list of all potential instructional resources; many on-line courses are 
becoming available at a quickening pace with excellent qualifications and experience exhibited by the 
Professors.   DSC will identify on-line courses and faculty that are proven to be reliable partners and who 
offer courses that match our specific programmatic objectives.  DSC will seek to arrange for multiple 
excellent options for each and every listed major course offering. To begin with, the University of Utah has 
agreed to be our major partner as we develop the conceptual underpinnings and explore practical 
considerations and appropriate strategies.   It is the intent of DSC to immediately establish additional 
partners and consequently expand offerings and curricular flexibility. 
 

On-Campus Faculty 

Name Position Degree/Year Area Institution  

Robert G. Snow  Associate 
Professor.  

Ph.D. 1980 Recreation 
Resource 
Development 

Texas A&M University 

Christian Hildebrandt Instructor. Ph.D. anticipated 
2014 

Health /Fitness Rocky Mountain 
University of Health 
Professionals 

Kelly Smith PE Program  BS Physical Education Utah State 

Search currently underway Ph.D. PEHR  

Off-Campus Faculty 

University of Utah  

Linda Ralston Associate 
Professor 

Ph.D. 1993 Recreation 
Resource 
Development 

Texas A&M University 

Laurie Browne Instructor Ph.D. 2011 Financial Mgmt. in 
Recreation 

University of Utah 

Karen Paisley Associate 
Professor 

Ph.D.  Youth 
Development 

Clemson University 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.health.utah.edu/prt/faculty/index.html
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